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EXTEND THE VALUE OF
ELLUCIAN BANNER WITH
A MODERN ENTERPRISE
INFORMATION PLATFORM

� Reduce manual data entry and duplicate work
� Unify student, employee and vendor data
� Empower faster, better-informed decisions

Educational institutions across the globe leverage
Ellucian Banner as their main student information
system (SIS). But when the SIS is disconnected from
the institution’s other business systems and information
sources, it results in manual, error-prone and laborintensive processes that slow decision making in
admissions, financial aid and registrar’s offices.
Extend the value of Banner and increase the return
on your investment with OnBase, Hyland’s modern
enterprise information platform. By integrating Banner
and OnBase, schools can improve efficiencies and speed
decisions campus-wide, in areas such as admissions
application processing, transcript evaluation, financial
aid award verification, curriculum review, HR faculty
contract management and much more.

REDUCE MANUAL DATA ENTRY AND
DUPLICATE WORK
With the OnBase enterprise information platform,
business processes start by capturing, validating and
indexing data, reducing manual data entry and increasing
efficiencies. The platform then takes the data and
associated documents and automatically routes them
according to the defined workflow, tracks when tasks are
complete and sends alerts when they are not. Finally, it
writes the final decision and data back to Banner.
The out-of-the-box functionality and low-code
configurability of OnBase enable fast integration with
Banner without the need for custom coding or scripting.
The integrated solutions can seamlessly exchange
information, eliminating time-consuming, duplicate data
entry and the risk of conflicting data. Users ramp-up
quickly as they don’t need to learn a completely new
system with an easy-to-use, point-and-click feature
within the context of Banner screens.

“We integrate OnBase
with Banner. It doesn’t
really matter what student
system you have, OnBase
can integrate with it.”
Marijean Nagy
Enterprise application specialist
Monmouth University

UNIFY STUDENT, EMPLOYEE AND VENDOR DATA
FOR A SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH
The Hyland Integration for Banner connects the two
platforms and sends data directly into Banner in real-time —
unifying information and creating a single of source of truth.
If the ERP is down for maintenance or a record is locked,
OnBase will queue the data to be delivered and keep trying
until it successfully reaches its destination.
With real-time data exchange between OnBase and
Banner, employees no longer have to double-check
information in multiple systems, freeing them up to focus
on their core tasks – like serving students and faculty.

EMPOWERS FASTER, BETTER-INFORMED DECISIONS

By leveraging the Hyland Integration with Banner,
schools can extend the value of their existing technology
investments in numerous departments, including:








Admissions: Speeds admit decisions by automatically
indexing documents, updating Banner checklists and
electronically routing the complete applications to the
appropriate counselors.
Financial Aid: Supports faster financial verification,
facilitating compliance and increasing confidence in
award decisions to help protect enrollment numbers.
Transcript processing: Writes an equivalency decision
and the resulting new rule to Banner so the system is
immediately ready to award credit the next time that
course is transferred.
HR: Updates document checklists to speed and simplify
employee on-boarding and support compliance.

Staff can retrieve data from Banner to support decision
making and then send those decisions back to Banner.
This protects Banner as your system of record and
eliminates the need for users to check multiple sources
to be sure they have all the information they need.

Learn more at Hyland.com/HigherEducation
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